Erythematous plaques of the vulvo-perineal region
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Abstract

Skin conditions are a common reason for consulting primary health care. The public frequently expects their primary health care providers to be able to recognise and treat common skin conditions with confidence. Primary care providers must be able to identify 'red flag' skin conditions that require dermatology referral. However, diagnosis is often delayed due to the non-specific clinical presentation, low incidence, slow evolution and long-term history of such lesions. We report the case of a patient with extramammary Paget's disease that presented to her primary care provider and subsequently underwent a wide local excision.

Introduction

Extramammary Paget's disease (EMPD) can initially present with chronic eczema-like skin changes around the genital region in both genders. EMPD is a rare condition with only a few hundred cases reported worldwide. However, the exact incidence remains unknown. EMPD represents approximately 6% of all cutaneous Paget's disease cases and predominantly affects patients between the ages of 60 and 80 years, with a peak age of 65 years. It often affects areas where the apocrine sweat glands are abundant. These can occur around the vulva, perianal region, scrotum, penis or axilla. Frequently, females between the ages of 50 and 60 years are affected and some of the patients may have an underlying malignancy. It is important for primary care providers to identify this classical skin condition early and promptly refer affected patients to a dermatologist for a skin biopsy. The management of EMPD includes surgery and topical therapy. Prognosis depends on the early diagnosis and stage of the disease.

Case presentation

An 80-year-old woman experienced bilateral pruritic excoriation over her vulva region over a 2-year period. Her underlying comorbidities included hypertension, type II diabetes mellitus and dyslipidaemia. She was initially treated as having vulval candidiasis by her primary care doctor; however, the 'rash' did not improve with the topical therapy prescribed. Local examination revealed an extensive well-demarcated erythematous plaque over her bilateral labia majora extending to her buttocks (Figure A-B). The lesion was confined to her vulval skin. Per-vaginal examination was normal. There was no inguinal lymphadenopathy or abdominal mass. Skin biopsy was consistent with EMPD involving her vulva (Figure C-G). She was also screened for synchronous cancer. Her mammogram, pap smear, colonoscopy, cystoscopy and abdominal scans were all unremarkable. She was subsequently referred to the plastic surgery team for a wide local excision of the lesion.

Discussion

EMPD is an uncommon intraepithelial adenocarcinoma that can affect the anogenital or axillae skin. The most commonly affected age group is the elderly (over 50 years old). There are two forms of Paget's disease. Primary EMPD of the skin originates from the cutaneous layer, whilst secondary EMPD is associated with adenocarcinoma. Although the aetiology of EMPD remains unclear, the apocrine-rich glands of the skin are commonly involved. The vulva is the most commonly affected site, reported in 65% of all cases. Immunohistochemistry can be used to differentiate between primary and secondary EMPD. Cytokeratin 20 will be positive in secondary EMPD but negative in primary EMPD. On the other hand, GCDFP-15 will be positive in primary EMPD but negative in secondary EMPD. GCDFP-15 staining was not performed since the stain was not available.
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Figure A-B. Well demarcated erythematous plaques seen over the vulval and perianal region.

Figure C. Extramammary Paget’s disease (H+E staining x100). Large, pale malignant cells arranged in clusters and single cells throughout the epidermis. There was no dermal infiltration.

Figure D. (H+E staining x200). Large tumour cells with pleomorphic, oval-shaped vesicular nuclei and abundant pale cytoplasm (white arrows).

Figure E. Paget’s cells intensely positive for carcinoembryonic (CEA) antigen.

Figure F. Cytokeratin 7 (CK7) demonstrates the immunoreactivity of tumour cells.

Figure G. Negative cytokeratin 20 (CK 20) immunoreactivity.

Pruritus is commonly reported among patients with vulval Paget’s disease, with some potentially experiencing excoriations and lichenification. Other reported symptoms include burning pain, irritation and weepy erosions. Due to the persistent pruritic eczematous lesions, many patients have been treated with a course of anti-eczema therapy. The possibility of synchronous malignancies should be considered since approximately 30% of these patients have a non-contiguous carcinoma (e.g., involving the breast, rectum, bladder, urethra, cervix or ovaries).

The standard treatment for EMPD includes wide local excision and Mohs micrographic surgery. Mohs micrographic surgery results in a lower relapse rate when compared to wide local excision. In cases where Paget cells have extended into the reticular dermis or are observed within lymphatics, a sentinel lymph node biopsy is required to decide on the extent of surgery. In non-surgical candidates, imiquimod cream can be used. In selected cases, radiotherapy may be attempted after a multi-disciplinary team discussion. Generally, the 5-year overall survival rate is 75–95%. Although
Paget’s disease is often intraepithelial, it can progress to the invasive stage with distant metastases in some cases. The diagnosis of EMPD often triggers an extensive age-specific malignancy screening. Patients with EMPD need to have a long-term follow-up since they can develop recurrence.5

**Conclusion**
Primary care providers should be familiar with the presentation of EMPD and begin a detailed systemic and physical examination to look for any undiagnosed malignancy. Early referral to a dermatologist would be imperative for any patient with chronic non-resolving skin lesions in the anogenital region. Primary care providers must be aware of this rare skin disease (rather than familiar with it) and refer any patient with a non-resolving skin lesion early to rule out malignancy.
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